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NASP leaders recently adopted the 2020 Professional Standards that serve as a guide for 
professional practice and ethics. What do you see as the role of the NASP delegate in 
promoting these standards? Provide examples of what you will do. 

If elected as the NASP Delegate for Nebraska, I see my role in supporting the 2020 Professional Standards as a 
practitioner myself, as part of the NSPA team to support statewide needs, and through NASP at the national level.  
I also see my role as the connection between the three, linking the tools and resources of NASP to Nebraska school 
psychologists and collaborating with NSPA to further our efforts within Nebraska to support practitioners and their 
ability to practice in alignment with the NASP Professional Standards. 

In the Spring, I completed my dissertation exploring the actual and desired job roles of Nebraska school 
psychologists. Participants were also asked to indicate the barriers which contributed to not practicing in their 
desired roles. This research provides a sample of current professional practices as a state as a foundation to the 
work needed to support the 2020 Professional Standards. Surprisingly, not all school psychologists across the state 
desire to practice within all 10 domains of the NASP Professional practices. More information is needed as to why 
this is, and how as a national and state organization we can support school psychologists to practice within an 
expanded role. This study also uncovered the barriers school psychologists face preventing them from practicing in 
their desired roles, barriers that will take work at all levels to dismantle.   

Examples of work in this area I have already participated in include: advocating for an additional school 
psychologist FTE at our district so we could practice in an expanded role and have one school psychologist at each 
building (now practicing below or slightly above the 1:500 recommended ratio), presenting with a NSPA team at the 
Nebraska State Education Conference on the expanded role of school psychologist to school administrators and 
school board members, and meeting with elected officials on capitol hill after the NASP Public Policy Institute. If 
elected NASP Delegate, I will continue actions like these to further support Nebraska school psychologists.  


